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As recognized, adventure as without difficulty as experience practically lesson, amusement, as competently as harmony can be gotten by just
checking out a books The Language Of Genes Steve Jones with it is not directly done, you could agree to even more roughly this life, in this area
the world.
We offer you this proper as capably as easy quirk to get those all. We present The Language Of Genes Steve Jones and numerous books collections
from fictions to scientific research in any way. accompanied by them is this The Language Of Genes Steve Jones that can be your partner.

The Triple Helix - Richard C. Lewontin 2000
One of our most brilliant evolutionary biologists, Richard Lewontin here
provides a concise, accessible account of what his work has taught him
about biology and about its relevance to human affairs. In the process, he
exposes some of the common and troubling misconceptions that
misdirect and stall our understanding of biology and evolution.
Lords of the Fly - Robert E. Kohler 1994-05-02
"One of the most productive of all laboratory animals, Drosophila has
been a key tool in genetics research for nearly a century. At the center of
Drosophila culture from 1910 to 1940 was the school of Thomas Hunt
Morgan and his students Alfred Sturtevant and Calvin Bridges, who, by
inbreeding fruit flies, created a model laboratory creature - the
'standard' fly. By examining the material culture and working customs of
Morgan's research group, [the author] brings to light essential features
of the practice of experimental science. [This book] takes a broad view of
experimental work, ranging from how the fly was introducted into the
laboratory and how it was physically redesigned for use in genetic
mapping, to how the 'Drosophilists' organized an international network
for exchanging fly stocks that spread their practices around the world"-Back cover.
In the Blood - Steve Jones 1996
This work is about human origins. It draws on all the latest knowledge
from anthropology and archaeology, via genetics and evolution, to
psychology and medicine. It tackles issues such as hereditary genes in
criminal behaviour and homosexuality.
Human Natures - Paul R. Ehrlich 2000-08
Explores the impact and inconsistancies of human evolution upon human
nature, examining the physical, intellectual, cultural, and sexual aspects
of human development and behaviors in the light of current scientific
theory.
Herding Hemingway's Cats - Kat Arney 2016-01-14
The language of genes has become common parlance. We know they
make your eyes blue, your hair curly or your nose straight. The media
tells us that our genes control the risk of cancer, heart disease,
alcoholism or Alzheimer's. The cost of DNA sequencing has plummeted
from billions of pounds to a few hundred, and gene-based advances in
medicine hold huge promise. So we've all heard of genes, but how do
they actually work? There are 2.2 metres of DNA inside every one of your
cells, encoding roughly 20,000 genes. These are the 'recipes' that tell our
cells how to make the building blocks of life, along with myriad control
switches ensuring they're turned on and off at the right time and in the
right place. But rather than a static string of genetic code, this is a
dynamic, writhing biological library. Figuring out how it all works – how
your genes build your body – is a major challenge for researchers around
the world. And what they're discovering is that far from genes being a
fixed, deterministic blueprint, things are much more random and wobbly
than anyone expected. Drawing on stories ranging from six toed cats and
stickleback hips to Mickey Mouse mice and zombie genes – told by
researchers working at the cutting edge of genetics – Kat Arney explores
the mysteries in our genomes with clarity, flair and wit, creating a
companion reader to the book of life itself.
Darwin's Ghost - Steve Jones 2001-04-03
A modern geneticist revisits Darwin's classic work to offer contemporary
examples and modern research that confirm the book's conclusions on
evolution.
Cosmosapiens - John Hands 2017-10-31
Specialist scientific fields are developing at incredibly swift speeds, but
what can they really tell us about how the universe began and how we as
humans evolved to play such a dominant role on Earth? John Hands’
extraordinarily ambitious book merges scientific knowledge from
multiple disciplines and evaluates without bias or preconception all the
theories and evidence about the origin and evolution of matter,
consciousness, and mankind. The result, a “pearl of dialectical
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reasoning” (Publishers Weekly, starred review), provides the most
comprehensive account yet of current ideas such as cosmic inflation,
dark energy, the selfish gene, and neurogenetic determinism. In the
clearest possible prose it differentiates the firmly established from the
speculative and examines the claims of various fields to approach a
unified theory of everything. In doing so it challenges the orthodox
consensus in those branches of cosmology, biology, and neuroscience
that have ossified into dogma. Its “shocking and invigorating” analysis
(Daily Telegraph, A Best Science Book of 2015) reveals underlying
patterns of cooperation, complexification, and convergence that lead to
the unique emergence in humans of a self-reflective consciousness that
enables us to determine our future evolution. This groundbreaking book
is destined to become a classic of scientific thinking.
Cheese Beer Wine Cider: A Field Guide to 75 Perfect Pairings Steve Jones 2019-03-19
A field guide to cheese-and-drink combinations that go beyond
Parmigiano and Prosecco Cheese and wine are a classic combination, but
many cheeses taste even better with beer or cider. Steve Jones,
proprietor of the Portland- based Cheese Bar and Chizu (cheese served
sushi- style), has been successfully matching cheeses with alcoholic
beverages for more than two decades. Here he shares his knowledge by
introducing 75 different cheeses and pairing each with the beverage that
brings out the best in both. Jones provides a treasure trove of delectable,
often surprising pairings, as well as simple steps for successful
experimentation. This guide will function as a crash course for beginners
on buying, storing, and serving cheese and alcohol, while offering more
seasoned aficionados page after page of cheese-and-beverage
combinations to replicate at home. With gorgeous photographs, this book
captures the allure, approachability, and, most importantly, the sheer joy
of pairing cheese with beer, wine, or cider.
Revolutionary Science: Transformation and Turmoil in the Age of
the Guillotine - Steve Jones 2017-01-10
The surprising and sometimes shocking history of the scientific
innovations in Paris during the French Revolution, by the author of
Darwin’s Ghost. Paris at the time of the French Revolution was the world
capital of science. Its scholars laid the foundations of today's physics,
chemistry and biology. They were true revolutionaries: agents of an
upheaval both of understanding and of politics. The city was saturated in
scientists; many had an astonishing breadth of talents. The Minister of
Finance just before the upheaval did research on crystals and the spread
of animal disease. After it, Paris's first mayor was an astronomer, the
general who fought off invaders was a mathematician while Marat, a
major figure in the Terror, saw himself as a leading physicist. Paris in the
century around 1789 saw the first lightning conductor, the first flight,
the first estimate of the speed of light and the invention of the tin can
and the stethoscope. The theory of evolution came into being. Perhaps
the greatest Revolutionary scientist of all, Antoine Lavoisier, founded
modern chemistry and physiology, transformed French farming, and
much improved gunpowder manufacture. His political activities brought
him a fortune, but in the end led to his execution. The judge who
sentenced him—and many other researchers— to death claimed that "the
Revolution has no need for geniuses." In this enthralling and dazzling
book, acclaimed science writer Steve Jones shows how wrong this was
and takes a new look at Paris, its history, and its science, to give the
reader dazzling new insight into the City of Light.
The Cambridge Encyclopedia to Human Evolution - Steve Jones
1994
Almost Like a Whale - Steve Jones 2000-09-01
In his new book, Steve Jones takes on the challenge of going back to the
book of the millennium, Charles Darwin's The Origin of Species. Before
The Origin, biology was a set of unconnected facts. Darwin made it into a
science, linked by the theory of evolution, the grammar of the living
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world.It reveals ties between cancer and the genetics of fish, between
brewing and inherited disease, between the sex lives of crocodiles and
the politics of Brazil. Darwin used the biology of the nineteenth century
to prove his case. Now, that science has been revolutionized and his case
can be reargued using the twentieth century's astonishing advances.
From AIDS to dinosaurs, from conservation to cloned sheep, bursting
with anecdotes, jokes and irresistible facts, Almost Like a Whale is a
popular account of the science that makes biology make sense. It will
catch the millennial mood and tell all those for whom Darwin is merely a
familiar name what he really meant. It exposes the Darwinian delusions
which try (and fail) to explain human behaviour in evolutionary terms,
and, while giving an up-to-date account of our own past, shows how
humans are the first species to step beyond the constraints of biology.
Y - Steve Jones 2003
Offers current biological research to explore the qualities of maleness,
looking at the role of the all-important Y chromosome, as well as social,
environmental, behavioral, and cultural factors.
Linguistic Ecology and Language Contact - Ralph Ludwig 2019
This book revisits and updates the concept of linguistic ecology, outlining
applications to a variety of contact situations worldwide.
No Need for Geniuses - Steve Jones 2016-04-07
Paris at the time of the French Revolution was the world capital of
science. Its scholars laid the foundations of today's physics, chemistry
and biology. They were true revolutionaries: agents of an upheaval both
of understanding and of politics. Many had an astonishing breadth of
talents. The Minister of Finance just before the upheaval did research on
crystals and the spread of animal disease. After it, Paris's first mayor was
an astronomer, the general who fought off invaders was a mathematician
while Marat, a major figure in the Terror, saw himself as a leading
physicist. Paris in the century around 1789 saw the first lightning
conductor, the first flight, the first estimate of the speed of light and the
invention of the tin can and the stethoscope. The metre replaced the yard
and the theory of evolution came into being. The city was saturated in
science and many of its monuments still are. The Eiffel Tower, built to
celebrate the Revolution's centennial, saw the world's first wind-tunnel
and first radio message, and first observation of cosmic rays. Perhaps the
greatest Revolutionary scientist of all, Antoine Lavoisier, founded
modern chemistry and physiology, transformed French farming, and
much improved gunpowder manufacture. His political activities brought
him a fortune, but in the end led to his execution. The judge who
sentenced him - and many other researchers - claimed that 'the
Revolution has no need for geniuses'. In this enthralling and timely book
Steve Jones shows how wrong this was and takes a sideways look at
Paris, its history, and its science, to give a dazzling new insight into the
City of Light.
Your Genes, Your Choices - Catherine Baker 1996
Program discusses the Human Genome Project, the science behind it,
and the ethical, legal and social issues raised by the project.
Genes and DNA - Richard Walker 2009-07-10
Discusses genes, inheritance, DNA, genetic engineering, cloning, and
gene therapy, as well as the use of DNA in forensics work.
Third Twin - Ken Follett 2010-11-17
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Using a restricted FBI database,
genetic researcher Jeanie Ferrami has located identical twins born to
different mothers. Frightened by her bizarre discovery, she is
determined to discover the truth at any cost—until she finds herself at
the center of a scandal that could ruin her career. To extricate herself,
Jeannie plunges into a maze of hidden evidence. With growing horror,
she uncovers a cynical, far-reaching conspiracy involving disturbing
genetic experiments and some of the most powerful men in
America—men who will kill to keep their secrets concealed.
Transcendence - Gaia Vince 2020-01-21
In the tradition of Guns, Germs, and Steel and Sapiens, a winner of the
Royal Society Prize for Science Books shows how four tools enabled has
us humans to control the destiny of our species "A wondrous, visionary
work." --Tim Flannery, scientist and author of the bestselling The
Weather Makers What enabled us to go from simple stone tools to
smartphones? How did bands of hunter-gatherers evolve into
multinational empires? Readers of Sapiens will say a cognitive revolution
-- a dramatic evolutionary change that altered our brains, turning
primitive humans into modern ones -- caused a cultural explosion. In
Transcendence, Gaia Vince argues instead that modern humans are the
product of a nuanced coevolution of our genes, environment, and culture
that goes back into deep time. She explains how, through four key
elements -- fire, language, beauty, and time -- our species diverged from
the-language-of-genes-steve-jones

the evolutionary path of all other animals, unleashing a compounding
process that launched us into the Space Age and beyond. Provocative
and poetic, Transcendence shows how a primate took dominion over
nature and turned itself into something marvelous.
Kingfisher Knowledge: Genes and DNA - Richard Walker 2003-10-24
Discusses genes, inheritance, DNA, genetic engineering, cloning, and
gene therapy, as well as the use of DNA in forensics work.
The Faber Book of Science - John Carey 2012-12-20
The Faber Book of Science introduces hunting spiders and black holes,
gorillas and stardust, protons, photons and neutrinos. In his acclaimed
anthology, John Carey plots the development of modern science from
Leonardo da Vinci to Chaos Theory. The emphasis is on the scientists
themselves and their own accounts of their breakthroughs and
achievements. The classic science-writers are included - Darwin, T.H.
Huxley and Jean Henri Fabre tracking insects through the Provencal
countryside. So too are today's experts - Steve Jones on the Human
Genome Project, Richard Dawkins on DNA and many other
representatives of the contemporary genre of popular science-writing
which, John Carey argues, challenges modern poetry and fiction in its
imaginative power.
Here Comes the Sun - Steve Jones 2019-06-06
Our sun drives the weather, forms the landscape, feeds and fuels - but
sometimes destroys - the creatures that live upon it, controls their
patterns of activity, makes chemicals in the skin that cheer up those who
bask in its rays, and for the ancients was the seat of divine authority. In
Here Comes the Sun, Steve Jones shows how life on Earth is ruled by our
nearest star. It is filled with unexpected connections; between the need
to stay cool and man's ability to stand upright, between the power of
memory and the onset of darkness, between the flow of solar energy
through the plants and animals and of wealth through society, and
between Joseph Goebbel's 1938 scheme to make Edinburgh the summer
capital of a defeated Britain and the widening gap in the life expectancy
of Scottish men compared to that of other European men brought on by
thnat nation's cloudy climate. Its author charts some of his own research
in places hot and cold across the globe on the genetic and evolutionary
effects of sunlight on snails, fruit-flies and people and shows how what
was once no more an eccentric specialism has grown to become a subject
of wide scientific, social and political significance. Stunningly evocative,
beautifully written and packed full of insight, Here Comes the Sun is
Steve Jones's most personal book to date.
Evolution (A Ladybird Expert Book) - Steve Jones 2017-01-26
Part of the new Ladybird Expert series, Evolution is a clear, simple and
entertaining introduction to Charles Darwin's pioneering and
revolutionary theory of how all life changes through natural selection.
Written by broadcaster, prize-winning author and geneticist Professor
Steve Jones, it explores the extraordinary diversity of life on our planet
through the complex interactions of one very simple theory. You'll
discover the common origins of dogs and Brussels sprouts, how it is
we're all mutants, where wings, ears and tails came from, why sex is
good for you, how some dinosaurs evolved and survived, and why human
evolution may finally have stopped. Written by the leading lights and
most outstanding communicators in their fields, the Ladybird Expert
books provide clear, accessible and authoritative introductions to
subjects drawn from science, history and culture. Other books currently
available in the Ladybird Expert series include: · Climate Change ·
Quantum Mechanics For an adult readership, the Ladybird Expert series
is produced in the same iconic small format pioneered by the original
Ladybirds. Each beautifully illustrated book features the first new
illustrations produced in the original Ladybird style for nearly forty
years.
Dr. Tatiana's Sex Advice to All Creation - Olivia Judson 2002-08-14
A guide to non-traditional sexual expression, presented in the form of
answers to written letters, draws on the author's expertise in
evolutionary biology and considers such topics as necrophilia, bestiality,
sex changes, virgin births, and male pregnancy. 50,000 first printing.
A Brief History of Everyone Who Ever Lived - Adam Rutherford
2017-09-07
This is a story about you. It is the history of who you are and how you
came to be. It is unique to you, as it is to each of the 100 billion modern
humans who have ever drawn breath. But it is also our collective story,
because in every one of our genomes we each carry the history of our
species - births, deaths, disease, war, famine, migration and a lot of sex.
In this captivating journey through the expanding landscape of genetics,
Adam Rutherford reveals what our genes now tell us about human
history, and what history can now tell us about our genes. From
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Neanderthals to murder, from redheads to race, dead kings to plague,
evolution to epigenetics, this is a demystifying and illuminating new
portrait of who we are and how we came to be.
The Language of the Genes - Steve Jones 2012-06-28
Steve Jones’s highly acclaimed, double prize-winning, bestselling first
book is now fully revised to cover all the new genetic breakthroughs from
GM food to Dolly the sheep. ’An essential sightseer’s guide to our own
genetic terrain.’ Peter Tallack, Sunday Telegraph
The Serpent's Promise - Steve Jones 2013-05-07
A unique contribution to the God/religion debate: a scientific take on the
Bible that doesn't take sides. Many of the subjects studied by physicists
or by biologists are found in the texts of the world's religions: the origins
of the universe, of life and of mankind; fate, sex, age and death; and the
prospects of eternal life or of fiery doom. The Bible is a handbook for
understanding Nature and, in its own way, it succeeds. As a factual
account, of course, it is out of date, but many of its statements can be
rephrased in modern terms. Distinguished geneticist Steve Jones has
done that: written a rivetingly accessible work on recent advances in our
understanding of ourselves, using the Bible as a framework. His
narrative is structured around the Good Book's grand themes, from
Genesis to Revelations, and weaves a series of unexpected facts into a
coherent whole. The struggle of rationalism with its opposite has, after
decades of torpor, returned to centre stage. Polemics against and in
favour of religion and atheism fill the shelves. Instead of adding to that
pile, Steve Jones stands back and take a fresh look at that issue in a
volume that is not an attack or a defence but which explores scriptural
motifs--Creation, the Garden of Eden, original sin, the Exodus, virgin
birth, the Resurrection, and the Last Judgment--using the methods and
results of the latest scientific research. It is a remarkably quick jump,
shows Professor Jones, from Adam to astrophysics. Although some of the
questions raised are beyond the capabilities of science, at least a
scientist can ask them in a new way. Steve Jones shows there is a better
route to understanding the universe than through doctrine.
No Off Season - Steve Jones 2018-11-26
No Off Season As a child, Steve Jones was taught to work hard for what
he wanted. From shining shoes on street corners to earn a few dollars or
pushing through numerous injuries in the football field, Steve
understands what it means to persevere beyond your circumstances. In
No Off Season, Steve shares the story of his life and all of the success
and failures it's made up of. Despite the roadblocks Steve faced, he never
gave up and worked harder and longer than anyone else. Today, because
of that mentality, Steve is the highly successful CEO of Allied Universal.
Sometimes this life deals you setbacks and puts you on a path other than
the one you intended to walk. When that happens, the only thing you can
do is to put your head down and keep working through. No Off Season
can help you learn that failure is not the end of the world, it is the
opportunity to recalibrate yourself and become better.
Evolving Ourselves - Juan Enriquez 2016-11-15
An eye-opening, mind-bending exploration of how mankind is reshaping
its genetic future, based on the viral TED Talk series “Will Our Kids Be a
Different Species?” and “The Next Species of Human.” Are you willing to
engineer the DNA of your unborn children and grand-children to be
healthier? Better looking? More intelligent? Why are rates of autism,
asthma, and allergies exploding at an unprecedented pace? Why are
humans living longer and having far fewer kids? Futurist Juan Enriquez
and scientist Steve Gullans conduct a sweeping tour of how humans are
changing the course of evolution for all species—sometimes intentionally,
sometimes not. For example: • What if life forms are limited only by the
bounds of our imagination? Are designer babies and pets, de-extinction,
even entirely newspecies fair game? • As humans, animals, and plants
become ever more resistant to disease and aging, what will become the
leading causes of death? • Man-machine interfaces may allow humans to
live much longer. What will happen when we transfer parts of our
“selves” into clones, into stored cells and machines? Though these
harbingers of change are deeply unsettling, the authors argue we are
also in an epoch of tremendous opportunity. Future humans, perhaps a
more diverse, resilient, gentler, and intelligent species, may become
better caretakers of the planet—but only if we make the right choices
now. Intelligent, provocative, and optimistic, Evolving Ourselves is the
ultimate guide to the next phase of life on Earth. Chosen by Nature
magazine as a Fall 2016 season highlight.
Who We are and how We Got Here - David Reich (Of Harvard Medical
School) 2018
David Reich describes how the revolution in the ability to sequence
ancient DNA has changed our understanding of the deep human past.
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This book tells the emerging story of our often surprising ancestry - the
extraordinary ancient migrations and mixtures of populations that have
made us who we are.
How to Clone a Mammoth - Beth Shapiro 2020-09-08
An insider's view on bringing extinct species back to life Could extinct
species, like mammoths and passenger pigeons, be brought back to life?
In How to Clone a Mammoth, Beth Shapiro, an evolutionary biologist and
pioneer in ancient DNA research, addresses this intriguing question by
walking readers through the astonishing and controversial process of deextinction. From deciding which species should be restored to
anticipating how revived populations might be overseen in the wild,
Shapiro vividly explores the extraordinary cutting-edge science that is
being used to resurrect the past. Considering de-extinction's practical
benefits and ethical challenges, Shapiro argues that the overarching goal
should be the revitalization and stabilization of contemporary
ecosystems. Looking at the very real and compelling science behind an
idea once seen as science fiction, How to Clone a Mammoth
demonstrates how de-extinction will redefine conservation's future.
Genes & DNA - Richard Walker, PH.D. 2007-05-01
KFK Genes & DNA explores the intricate mysteries of this exciting
science. From the basics of genes and their function as the code for life,
through variations in families and inheritance, to the wide-ranging
applications of DNA technology, find out how genes and DNA work.
Investigate forensics, gene therapy, cloning, and genetic engineering,
and discover fascinating insights into the biology of the world around us.
The Language of Genes - Steve Jones 1995-06-01
Did you know that two of every three people reading this book will die
for reasons connected with the genes they carry? That our DNA
gradually changes with age, which is why older parents are more likely
to give birth to children with genetic defects than younger parents? That
each individual is a kind of living fossil, carrying within a genetic record
that goes back to the beginnings of humanity? In The Language of Genes,
renowned geneticist Steve Jones explores the meanings and explodes the
myths of human genetics, offering up an extraordinary picture of what
we are, what we were, and what we may become. “An essential book for
anyone interested in the development and possible future of our
species.”—Kirkus Reviews “This is one of the most insightful books on
genetics to date and certainly the most entertaining.”—The Wall Street
Journal
Third Culture - John Brockman 1996-05-07
This eye-opening look at the intellectual culture of today--in which
science, not literature or philosophy, takes center stage in the debate
over human nature and the nature of the universe--is certain to spark
fervent intellectual debate.
Biology Made Simple - Rita Mary King 2010-02-10
Take the frustration out of learning the science of life! Biology is the
most fundamental science?yet it’s one of the most complex. Now, Biology
Made Simple is here to help science and non-science majors alike
understand the science of life. Covering all the major themes of
biology—including the cellular basis of life, the interaction of organisms,
and the evolutionary process of all beings, Biology Made Simple
combines concise explanations with the in-depth coverage needed to
understand every aspect of this subject. Topics covered include: unifying
themes of biology chemistry for the biologist the living cell DNA
evolution genetics animal organization and homeostasis the systems of
the body ecology Featuring more than sixty illustrations and at-a-glance
chapter reviews, Biology Made Simple will help you master this
fascinating science.
The Oxford Book of Modern Science Writing - Richard Dawkins 2009
Selected and introduced by Richard Dawkins, The Oxford Book of
Modern Science Writing is a celebration of the finest writing by
scientists for a wider audience - revealing that many of the best scientists
have displayed as much imagination and skill with the pen as they have
in the laboratory.This is a rich and vibrant collection that captures the
poetry and excitement of communicating scientific understanding and
scientific effort from 1900 to the present day. Professor Dawkins has
included writing from a diverse range of scientists, some of whom need
no introduction, and some of whoseworks have become modern classics,
while others may be less familiar - but all convey the passion of great
scientists writing about their science.
Eyewitness to Science - John Carey 1997
Plotting the development of modern science from Leonardo da Vinci to
Chaos Theory, John Carey chooses accounts by scientists themselves that
are both elegant and arrestingly written. The classic science-writers are
here: Darwin, Huxley, Fabre. So, too, are the luminaries of the late3/4
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twentieth-century genre of popular science-writing which, Carey argues,
challenges contemporary poetry and fiction in its imaginative power.
The Language Instinct - Steven Pinker 2010-12-14
The classic book on the development of human language by the world’s
leading expert on language and the mind. In this classic, the world's
expert on language and mind lucidly explains everything you always
wanted to know about language: how it works, how children learn it, how
it changes, how the brain computes it, and how it evolved. With deft use
of examples of humor and wordplay, Steven Pinker weaves our vast
knowledge of language into a compelling story: language is a human
instinct, wired into our brains by evolution. The Language Instinct
received the William James Book Prize from the American Psychological
Association and the Public Interest Award from the Linguistics Society of
America. This edition includes an update on advances in the science of
language since The Language Instinct was first published.
Introducing Genetics - Steve Jones 2014-06-05
Genetics is the newest of all sciences - nothing useful was known about
inheritance until just over a century ago. Now genetics is exploding, and
before long we will have the complete code, written in three thousand
million letters of DNA, of what makes a human being. Introducing
Genetics takes us from the early work of Mendel to the discovery of DNA,
the human gene map and the treatment of inborn disease. No one can
afford to be ignorant of genetics. This book is the perfect introduction.
The Darwin Archipelago - Steve Jones 2011-01-01
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Charles Darwin is of course best known for The Voyage of the Beagle and
The Origin of Species. But he produced many other books over his long
career, exploring specific aspects of the theory of evolution by natural
selection in greater depth. The eminent evolutionary biologist Steve
Jones uses these lesser-known works as springboards to examine how
their essential ideas have generated whole fields of modern
biology.Earthworms helped found modern soil science, Expression of the
Emotions helped found comparative psychology, and Self-Fertilization
and Forms of Flowers were important early works on the origin of sex.
Through this delightful introduction to Darwin's oeuvre, one begins to
see Darwin's role in biology as resembling Einstein's in physics: he didn't
have one brilliant idea but many and in fact made some seminal
contribution to practically every field of evolutionary study. Though these
lesser-known works may seem disconnected, Jones points out that they
all share a common theme: the power of small means over time to
produce gigantic ends. Called a "world of wonders" by the Timesof
London, The Darwin Archipelago will expand any reader's view of
Darwin's genius and will demonstrate how all of biology, like life itself,
descends from a common ancestor.
The Language of the Genes - Steve Jones 1994
Commissioned by the BBC to deliver the Reith Lectures in 1991, Steve
Jones has used them as the basis for this book which argues that the
evolution of our genes may be compared to the evolution of language.
This book shows readers how close we are to success in the search for
our origins.
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